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MINISTER OPENS THE NEW ASSESSMENT UNIT AT THE COOMBE WOMEN’S HOSPITAL

On the ground, health services are exploring new approaches to planning to address the needs of users of health services by meeting with each group of stakeholders to ensure that all perspectives are taken into account. This meeting took place on Friday, 19th October, at the National Conference on Health Reforms, which was attended by representatives from a wide range of sectors including academic, professional, patient, and public health organizations.

Health service representatives presented their organizations’ views on the current state of the health service and the challenges facing them, while also highlighting the need for greater collaboration and transparency in decision-making. The meeting was an important step in the process of reforming the health service in the country, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service.

The challenges faced by the health service are complex and multifaceted, and require a collaborative and comprehensive approach. The National Conference on Health Reforms was an important step in this process, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service and the challenges facing them. The meeting was an important step in the process of reforming the health service in the country, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service.

The conference was attended by representatives from a wide range of sectors including academic, professional, patient, and public health organizations. Health service representatives presented their organizations’ views on the current state of the health service and the challenges facing them, while also highlighting the need for greater collaboration and transparency in decision-making. The meeting was an important step in the process of reforming the health service in the country, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service.

The challenges faced by the health service are complex and multifaceted, and require a collaborative and comprehensive approach. The National Conference on Health Reforms was an important step in this process, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service and the challenges facing them. The meeting was an important step in the process of reforming the health service in the country, as it brought together a wide range of stakeholders to discuss the future direction of the service.
The Minister for Health and Children Mr. Michael Martin TD. has announced details of the Chair and Board of the Health Services Executive (HSE). Commenting, Minister Martin said: ‘It is essential that we put in place the right mix of competencies to undertake this major task. The Board will now oversee the further consolidation of the health service and will lead and champion the change process. The first roles of the Board will be to oversee the appointment of a Chief Executive Officer of the HSE. The interim HSE will make early progress on the reform of the hospital sector and help drive the overall health service.’

The Board is drawn from health, business, charity and community leaders. These members will have the right mix of competencies to lead and champion the change process. The Board will now oversee the further consolidation of the health service and will lead and champion the change process. The first roles of the Board will be to oversee the appointment of a Chief Executive Officer of the HSE. The interim HSE will make early progress on the reform of the hospital sector and help drive the overall health service.

The implementation of Health and Children has established a Project Office and 10 Action Projects to program the establishment of the new structures.

The 10 Action Projects will deal with a wide range of issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Project</th>
<th>CEO</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Services Modernisation</td>
<td>Pat McEwan</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning, Sustainability and Licensing</td>
<td>Pat Bereley</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Hospitals Office</td>
<td>Paul Stephens</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Community and Mortality</td>
<td>Pat McEwan</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development under the National Development</td>
<td>Pat McEwan</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structures &amp; Functions of the Health System</td>
<td>Frank Ahern</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Frank Ahern</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstreaming of Agencies</td>
<td>Denis Doherty</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR/IR</td>
<td>Pat McEwan</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation</td>
<td>Frank Ahern</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>Denis Doherty</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstreaming</td>
<td>Denis Doherty</td>
<td>DoHC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A matrix-type system will operate to facilitate linkages between the projects. These are: \begin{itemize} 
  \item Sile Fleming, Director of HR on the HR/IR Board \item Michael Lyons, joint chair of the Shared Services group \item Maureen Windle, joint chair of the ICT Action Group. \end{itemize}
NATIONAL HOSPITALS OFFICE ACTION GROUP

Terms of Reference
- To develop guidelines for governance and accountability for all health service agencies on the basis of the guiding principles emerging from the discussion at the first and the second meetings of the group.

Joint Chairs
- John Collins, CEO, ECAHB
- Stiofain de Burca, CEO MWHB

Members
- Mary McGloughlin, DoF; David Beattie, DoHC; Michael Errity, DoF; Larry O'Reilly, DoHC; Jimmy Duggan, DoHC; Brian Doherty, DoHC; Dave Woulfe, DoHC; Deirdre Walsh, DoHC; Dr. Eibhlin Connolly, DoH&C; John Cregan, MHB; Paul Barron, Assistant Secretary, DoHC; Pat Harvey, DoHC; Willie Murphy, NWHB; Brendan Ingoldsby, DoHC; Kieran Feely, DoHC; Partnership Forum Project; Dr. Sean Conroy, WHB; ensure that:
  - Project 1 – to develop proposals to give effect to the “hospital network” concept and propose appropriate legislation for
  - Project 2 – to project group to prepare a plan for the modernisation of the inter-hospital acute service areas
  - Project 3 – to drive the implementation of early, meaningful translations in relation to the reduction ofrones
  - Project 5 – to co-ordinate with other groups to ensure that any change is the result of the mainstreaming of the project and that the UK.

RESTRUCTURING OF THE DEPARTMENT ACTION GROUP

Terms of Reference
- To define the function and organisation of the HIQA with reference to the parameters outlined in The National Health Strategy in Phase II
- To develop specific proposals for mechanisms to support and improve integration within the “hospital network” concept and propose an appropriate legislative basis
- To develop proposals for the boundaries of the four regional offices of the PCCC Directorate

Joint Chairs
- Frank Ahern, DoHC and the HSE
- John O’Brien, DoHC

Members
- Stiofain de Burca, CEO MWHB
- Bernard Burke, DoHC; Declan Flynn, DoHC; Geraldine Luddy, Association of Chief Executives (DoHC)
- Liz Canavan, DoHC; Tony O'Brien, HSNPF; David Hughes, Hospitals; Kevin Callinan, HSNPF; David Hughes, DoHC and the HSE
- In considering implementation of its recommendations, the group will have complete regard for the scope for enabling the mainstreaming project to proceed ahead of the HSE, with the full participation of the PCCC, and the Maintenance and Certification Division.
- The respective roles and the relationship between the DoHC and the HSE.
- The commitment to a population health agenda and HIQA
- The removal of executive functions to the HSE
- The mainstreaming project
- The role of HIQA in relation to the implementation process;
- The commitment to an appropriate structure for the department in light of proposals to reflect:
  - the amalgamation of executive functions to the HSE
  - the abolition of policy-making functions from the department
  - the commitment to a population health agenda for the Health Service Executive
  - the development of management guidelines in relation to the implementation of the HIQA as an independent agency to be accountable to the department in light of legislative developments in the HSE and HIQA

HIQA ACTION GROUP

Terms of Reference
- To define the function and organisation of the HIQA with reference to the parameters outlined in The National Health Strategy in Phase II
- To develop specific proposals for mechanisms to support and improve integration within the “hospital network” concept and propose an appropriate legislative basis
- To develop proposals for the boundaries of the four regional offices of the PCCC Directorate

Joint Chairs
- Alan Aylward, DoHC; Simonetta Ryan, DoHC

Members
- Stiofain de Burca, CEO MWHB
- To define the roles and functions of HIQA with reference to the parameters outlined in The National Health Strategy in Phase II
- To develop proposals for mechanisms to support and improve integration within the “hospital network” concept and propose an appropriate legislative basis
- To develop proposals for the boundaries of the four regional offices of the PCCC Directorate

Joint Chairs
- Frank Ahern, DoHC and the HSE
- John O’Brien, DoHC

Members
- Stiofain de Burca, CEO MWHB
- Bernard Burke, DoHC; Declan Flynn, DoHC; Geraldine Luddy, Association of Chief Executives (DoHC)
- Liz Canavan, DoHC; Tony O’Brien, HSNPF; David Hughes, Hospitals; Kevin Callinan, HSNPF; David Hughes, DoHC and the HSE
- In considering implementation of its recommendations, the group will have complete regard for the scope for enabling the mainstreaming project to proceed ahead of the HSE, with the full participation of the PCCC, and the Maintenance and Certification Division.
- The respective roles and the relationship between the DoHC and the HSE.
- The commitment to a population health agenda and HIQA
- The removal of executive functions to the HSE
- The mainstreaming project
- The role of HIQA in relation to the implementation process;
- The commitment to an appropriate structure for the department in light of proposals to reflect:
  - the amalgamation of executive functions to the HSE
  - the abolition of policy-making functions from the department
  - the commitment to a population health agenda for the Health Service Executive
  - the development of management guidelines in relation to the implementation of the HIQA as an independent agency to be accountable to the department in light of legislative developments in the HSE and HIQA

GOVERNANCE ACTION GROUP

Terms of Reference
- To advise proposals on the organisational structure of the National Hospitals Office within the DohC
- To take account of other work of other relevant policy and planning groups, particularly in relation to the role of the DoHC and the HSE
- To work on the AG issues to be advanced at the current of the developments in the following projects

Joint Chairs
- Michael Lyons, DoHC; Larry O’Reilly, DoHC

Members
- Michael Lyons, CEO Tallaght Hospital
- Fergal Lynch, DoHC; Nora Lynch, ERHA; Desmond Fitzgerald DoH&C; Louise Dr. Eibhlin Connolly DoH&C; John Cregan MHB; Paul Barron, Assistant Secretary, DoHC; Pat Harvey, DoHC; Willie Murphy, NWHB; Brendan Ingoldsby, DoHC; Kieran Feely, DoHC; Partnership Forum Project; Dr. Sean Conroy, WHB; ensure that:
  - Project 1 – to develop proposals to give effect to the “hospital network” concept and propose appropriate legislation for
  - Project 2 – to project group to prepare a plan for the modernisation of the inter-hospital acute service areas
  - Project 3 – to drive the implementation of early, meaningful translations in relation to the reduction ofrones
  - Project 5 – to co-ordinate with other groups to ensure that any change is the result of the mainstreaming of the project and that the UK.

HUMAN RESOURCES/INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACTION GROUP

Terms of Reference
- To advise proposals on the organisational structure of the National Hospitals Office within the DohC
- To take account of other work of other relevant policy and planning groups, particularly in relation to the role of the DoHC and the HSE
- To work on the AG issues to be advanced at the current of the developments in the following projects

Joint Chairs
- Michael Lyons, DoHC; Larry O’Reilly, DoHC

Members
- Michael Lyons, CEO Tallaght Hospital
- Fergal Lynch, DoHC; Nora Lynch, ERHA; Desmond Fitzgerald DoH&C; Louise Dr. Eibhlin Connolly DoH&C; John Cregan MHB; Paul Barron, Assistant Secretary, DoHC; Pat Harvey, DoHC; Willie Murphy, NWHB; Brendan Ingoldsby, DoHC; Kieran Feely, DoHC; Partnership Forum Project; Dr. Sean Conroy, WHB; ensure that:
  - Project 1 – to develop proposals to give effect to the “hospital network” concept and propose appropriate legislation for
  - Project 2 – to project group to prepare a plan for the modernisation of the inter-hospital acute service areas
  - Project 3 – to drive the implementation of early, meaningful translations in relation to the reduction ofrones
  - Project 5 – to co-ordinate with other groups to ensure that any change is the result of the mainstreaming of the project and that the UK.
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT ON STRUCTURAL RE-ORGANISATION OF THE HEALTH SERVICES

**ACTION GROUPS**

**FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL ACTION GROUP**

- John Hughes, PAHC, DoHC; Jim Gannon, DoHC; Addie Ennis, DoHC; Claire Healy, DoHC; John Feeley, DoHC; Eithne Doherty, DoHC; Alf Healy, DoHC; Brian Delany, DoHC; Liam McHale, DoHC; Donal Callinan, DoHC; Chris Callinan, DoHC; John O’Brien, DoHC; and their officers.

**Terms of Reference**

- To develop a framework to support a single financial reporting system for the health agencies.
- To liaise closely with the chairs of each group relevant to their terms of reference and other action projects.
- To develop a financial reporting model for the health agencies.
- To develop and implement a system to support the national service plan

**COMMUNICATIONS ACTION GROUP**

- Tim Melling, DoHC; Gail Burns, DoHC; John O’Brien, DoHC; John O’Byrne, DoHC; and their officers.

**Terms of Reference**

- To develop and implement a communications strategy for the health agencies.
- To liaise closely with the chairs of each group relevant to their terms of reference and other action projects.
- To develop a communications strategy for the health agencies.
- To liaise closely with the chairs of each group relevant to their terms of reference and other action projects.
**Action groups**

**Primary, Community and Continuing Care Action Group**

- Tom Kelly (NWHB)
- Geraldine Smith, Director of Audit, ERHA
- Valerie Judge, Chief Officer, EHSS
- Dr. Elizabeth Keane, SHB
- Dora Hennessy (DoHC – Child Care Policy Unit)
- Fergal Goodman (DoHC – Primary Care Task Force)
- Frances Spillane, Pat Donnelly

**Joint Chairs**

- Michael Lyons, Regional CEO, ERHA
- Paul Robinson, CEO, NEHB

**Secretariat**

- Liam Preston DoHC.

**Key Workers**

- Dr. Rosemary Boothman, DoHC; Eamonn Corcoran, DoHC; Marie Laffoy, Director, Public Health, ERHA, Dr Siobhan Jennings, Specialist in Public Health Medicine, ERHA, and Dr Joseph Galvin, also at the launch of the Heart Health Action Plan were, from left, Ms. Doreen Bracken, Physiotherapist, James Clinic, Paschal Moore, Consultant, St. James's, Ms. Bernadette Kiberd, Service Planner, Primary Care, SWAHB,

**National Shared Services Action Group**

- Lady O’Callaghan, Michael Lyons

**Members**

- Conor O’Callaghan, Michael Lyons, DoHC, Louth Community Healthcare Committee; Paul Ryan, DoHC, Louth Primary Care; Padraic O'Brien, DoHC, Louth Social Services; Marie Laffoy, Director, Public Health, ERHA, and Dr Siobhan Jennings, Specialist in Public Health Medicine, ERHA, and Dr Joseph Galvin, also at the launch of the Heart Health Action Plan were, from left, Ms. Doreen Bracken, Physiotherapist, James Clinic, Paschal Moore, Consultant, St. James's, Ms. Bernadette Kiberd, Service Planner, Primary Care, SWAHB,

**STREAMLINING OF AGENCIES ACTION GROUP**

**NATIONAL SHARED SERVICES ACTION GROUP**

- Lady O’Callaghan, Michael Lyons

**Members**

- Conor O’Callaghan, Michael Lyons, DoHC, Louth Community Healthcare Committee; Paul Ryan, DoHC, Louth Primary Care; Padraic O’Brien, DoHC, Louth Social Services; Marie Laffoy, Director, Public Health, ERHA, and Dr Siobhan Jennings, Specialist in Public Health Medicine, ERHA, and Dr Joseph Galvin, also at the launch of the Heart Health Action Plan were, from left, Ms. Doreen Bracken, Physiotherapist, James Clinic, Paschal Moore, Consultant, St. James’s, Ms. Bernadette Kiberd, Service Planner, Primary Care, SWAHB,

**Secretariat**

- Liam Preston DoHC.

**Key Workers**

- Dr. Rosemary Boothman, DoHC; Eamonn Corcoran, DoHC; Marie Laffoy, Director, Public Health, ERHA, Dr Siobhan Jennings, Specialist in Public Health Medicine, ERHA, and Dr Joseph Galvin, also at the launch of the Heart Health Action Plan were, from left, Ms. Doreen Bracken, Physiotherapist, James Clinic, Paschal Moore, Consultant, St. James’s, Ms. Bernadette Kiberd, Service Planner, Primary Care, SWAHB,